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Abstract: Introduction: Dose homogeneity within and dose conformity to the target volume
can be a challenge to achieve when treating large area scalp lesions. Traditionally High
Dose Rate (HDR) brachytherapy (BT) scalp moulds have been considered the ultimate
conformal therapy. We have developed a new technique, Tangential Volumetric Modulated
Arc Therapy (TVMAT) that treats with the beam tangential to the surface of the scalp. In the
TVMAT plan the collimating jaws protect dose-sensitive tissue in close proximity to the
planning target volume (PTV). Not all the PTV is within the beam aperture as defined by the
jaws during all the beam-on time. We report the successful treatment of one patient.
Methods: A patient with biopsy proven extensive lentigo maligna on the scalp was simulated
and three plans were created; one using a HDR brachytherapy surface mould, another using
a conventional VMAT technique and a third using our new TVMAT technique. The patient
was prescribed 55 Gy in 25 fractions. Plans were optimised so that PTV V100% = 100%.
Plans were compared using Dose-Value Histogram (DVH) analysis, and homogeneity and
conformity indices.
Results: BT, VMAT and TVMAT PTV median coverage was 105.51%, 103.46% and
103.62%, with homogeneity index of 0.33, 0.07 and 0.07 and the conformity index of 0.30,
0.69 and 0.83 respectively. The median dose to the left hippocampus was 11.8 Gy, 9.0 Gy
and 0.6 Gy and the median dose to the right hippocampus was 12.6 Gy, 9.4 Gy and 0.7 Gy
for the BT, VMAT and TVMAT respectively. Overall TVMAT delivered the least doses to the
surrounding organs, BT delivered the highest.
Conclusions: TVMAT was superior to VMAT which was in turn superior to BT in PTV
coverage, conformity and homogeneity and delivery of dose to the surrounding organs at
risk. The patient was successfully treated to full dose with TVMAT. TVMAT was verified as
being the best amongst the three techniques in a second patient.
Keywords: Lentigo, Maligna, Volumetric, Modulated, Radiotherapy, Brachytherapy.
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Introduction
Scalp mould brachytherapy (BT) is usually regarded as the gold standard radiotherapy
treatment for large scalp areas [3, 5, 17]. However, planning is labour intensive and there is a
concern for dose delivered to the brain. Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)
technologies like Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) have improved dosimetric
coverage and conformity to the PTV compared to conformal treatments [16]. Conventional
external beam radiotherapy traditionally has the planning target volume (PTV) within the
beam aperture at all times during treatment. We developed a new method of treating large
scalp areas with an evolution of VMAT called Tangential VMAT (TVMAT). This new
technique does not have the PTV within the beam at all times during treatment. We have
treated two patients with this technique. In the first patient this new treatment was superior to
BT and conventional VMAT in terms of dosimetry and efficiency. The second patient
validated the technique superiority.

Methods
A patient had a large area of biopsy proven recurrent scalp lentigo maligna and was referred
for definitive radiation [10]. The physician outlined the scalp lesion as the clinical target
volume (CTV) defined using Reflectance Confocal Microscopy (RCM). A margin of 1 cm
was added for the PTV. 55 Gy in 25 fractions was prescribed to a depth of 5 mm from the
surface [6].

Brachytherapy surface mould
We followed our usual practice in creating a scalp brachytherapy mould. The patient was
seated upright and a mould of the scalp was created by placing a conventional IMRT
immobilization mask (Klarity Medical Products USA, Newark, Ohio). 8 mm of water
equivalent build-up material (Lordell Trading Pty. Ltd., Wetherill Park, NSW, Australia) was
then placed on a 20 mm margin around the PTV area as stand off to maximise the dose
coverage of the BT plan.
19 BT catheters running inferiorly above the bolus were placed with a 10 mm separation
(Fig. 1) from each other. An extra 5 mm of wax was placed on top of the catheters to aid in
anchoring the catheters and to act as back-scatter build-up. The PTV area was marked on the
inner-surface of the mask and wired using CT skin markers (Beekley Corp., Bristol, CT).
The mould was CT scanned with 1mm slice thickness with the catheters perpendicular to the
scanning plane.
The scan was exported to the Oncentra Bracytherapy planning system version 4.3 (Nucletron,
Veenedaal, Netherlands). The PTV was contoured as a volume within the area of the
CT wires and 5 mm below the surface mould into the skin as this depth is necessary for
treatment [6]. The 19 catheters were reconstructed and dwell positions were activated using
the auto-activate feature in Oncentra including a 20 mm margin on the target volume with
a 5 mm dwell position spacing to allow for sufficient PTV coverage at depth. The dwell
positions were 13 mm from the treatment depth. This 13 mm was made up of 8 mm water
equivalent material on skin acting as stand-off with treatment prescribed to depth of 5 mm
into skin. The plan was optimised so that the V100% = 100% and the 100% isodose did not
extend beyond the PTV volume. The dose algorithm used in the Oncentra planning system is
based on the AAPM TG 43 dose formalism. The plan contained 492 active dwell positions
with a total reference air kerma of 41.11 mGy·m2.
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Fig. 1 Number 1: Brachytherapy surface mold: 1A – Lateral View, 1B – Superior View.
With the patient sitting in an upright position, immobilization mask was placed over the scalp
of the patient. 8 mm of water equivalent material (the red wax) was placed over the PTV area
on the mask. 19 BT catheters were placed on the wax running inferiorly with a spacing
approximately 1cm apart. A further 5 mm of wax was placed above the catheters
to hold the catheters in place and to aid with back scatter.
Number 2: VMAT and TVMAT immobilization mask with wax build-up:
2A – Lateral View, 2B – Superior View. With the patient supine, immobilization mask
was placed over the scalp of the patient. 10 mm of water equivalent material (the red wax)
was placed above the PTV area on the mask.
A Nucletron MicroSelection HDR Brachytherapy Unit with an Iridium-192 source is used for
treatment delivery. An additional 0.5cm of flexible bolus was placed above the mould as
back-scatter material and quality assurance was then performed. Gafchromic EBT3 film
(Ashland Inc., Covington, KY) was placed at various locations on the inner-surface of the
mould. Phantom material (sandbags and rice) was placed into the mould and the treatment
was delivered. The dose delivered to the Gafchromic film was obtained using a pre-calculated
calibration curve and the measured results compared to the calculated doses from the plan.

VMAT
An IMRT immobilization mask (Klarity Medical Products USA, Newark, Ohio) was created
with the patient in the supine position. The PTV was outlined on the outer-surface and then on
the inner-surface of the mask. A 10 mm water equivalent build-up material was moulded to
the outside of the mask including a 40 mm lateral margin (Lordell Trading Pty. Ltd.,
Wetherill Park, NSW, Australia) (Fig. 1).
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The patient was scanned (Scan 1) with the completed mask and bolus in the treatment
position. The inner-surface of the mask was wired using CT skin markers (Beekley Corp.,
Bristol, CT) and scanned again (Scan 2) without the patient as per our usual protocol.
Both scans were exported to Eclipse version 11 (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto,
CA). The target volume, organs at risk and other parts of the patient’s anatomy were
contoured on the Scan 1 CT scan and two VMAT plans were created.
The first plan used conventional VMAT (cVMAT) treatment strategies for the head and neck
region, which comprised of two complete arcs at the approximate geometric centre of the
PTV which was used as the isocentre. Jaw positions for the two arcs were selected based on
the size of the PTV in conjunction with the collimator rotations, of 20° and 340° for the two
arcs respectively. No couch rotations or multiple isocentres were used to minimise the total
treatment time. The plan was optimized using the Progressive Resolution Optimizer III in
Eclipse (PROIII version 11.0) with the optimization target to achieve V100% = 100% PTV
coverage and as low as achievable dose sparing to the organs at risk without sacrificing PTV
coverage. At all times the full PTV was in the beam aperture as defined by the collimating
jaws per conventional VMAT planning. Total MUs for the cVMAT plan was 1200 MUs.

TVMAT
The second, tangential plan was created using 5 half-arcs around the patient’s head. The arcs
were arranged so that all arcs would either start or complete with gantry at 0° and would
rotate around either side of the patient. The field size set to an off-axis position such that at
any one gantry angle during each half-arc could not treat the entire PTV. The beams eye view
comparison can be seen in Fig. 3. Conventional VMAT is compared to TVMAT in Fig. 3.
The jaws were also set based on which side of the patient the half-arc was. If the half-arc was
on the patient’s right the jaws were set off-axis to the left; and to the right if the half-arc was
on the patient’s left. The jaws were positioned so to minimize the dose to the organs at risk,
particularly the brain. For arcs covering the forehead, the collimator was set very close to 0°.
For arcs covering the crown of the head, the collimator was set to an angle closer to 45°.
Thus the amount of time any single area is covered by the beam during an arc was controlled
with the collimator rotation. No couch rotations or multiple isocentres were used to minimise
the total treatment time. The plan was then optimized using the same conditions of
V100% = 100% PTV coverage and as low as achievable dose sparing to the organs at risk
without sacrificing PTV coverage. The Eclipse PROIII optimizer was used for plan
optimisation. Total MUs for the TVMAT plan was 916 MUs.

Fig. 2 cVMAT (left) the beam center is perpendicular to the scalp and the jaws are opened
to expose the entire PTV at its widest cross-section. TVMAT (right) the beam center
is tangential to the scalp and the jaws are closed exposing only a small section of the PTV
at any given time but exposes the entire PTV in an arc
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Fig. 3 Beams Eye View of a conventional VMAT (top) versus a TVMAT (bottom)
with the PTV (red) and Brain (blue) structures shown. The large yellow rectangles
show the jaw position of each treatment, with the left image clearly irradiating
more of the brain than the right image.
Final dose calculations for both VMAT plans were done using the Anisotropic Analytical
Algorithm (AAA version 11.0). The cVMAT plan was then normalized so that the PTV DVH
matched the PTV dose value histogram (DVH) of the TVMAT plan. This was then also
repeated for the BT plan.
Plan quality assurance tests were performed using Gafchromic EBT3 film (Ashland Inc.,
Covington, KY) placed in-between two Perspex half-cylinder phantoms. The two VMAT
plans were delivered to the films. An in-house film analysis program was used to analyse the
films. Using gamma-value analysis the pass condition of 3 mm/3% was used for any singular
point [4]. Treatment was delivered with Varian Unique linear accelerator mounted with a
Millennium 120 leaf MLC.

Dose conformity and homogeneity
The Conformity (CI) and the Homogeneity Index (HI) were used to compare the plans and
were applied as defined by by ICRU Report 83.

Results
The sagittal, coronal and axial views of the isodose plans for the three separate cases are
shown in Fig. 4. DVH graphs for PTV, hippocampi, lenses and the lacrimal glands are shown
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. The PTV DVH for the two VMAT plans was approximately
identical with only the BT plan producing an inferior DVH for coverage. Table 1 outlines
various dose outcomes for the PTV and shows that the TVMAT plan outperformed the other
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two plans in all aspects. The TVMAT plan was empirically a more conformal plan compared
to the other two plans as well as a more homogeneous plan compared to the BT plan.

Fig. 4 Isodose lines are shown as a percentage of prescribed dose:
Purple = 120%, Red = 100%, Orange = 95%, Yellow = 90%,
Green = 70%, Cyan = 50%, Brown = 25%, Pink = 10%.
Number 1: Brachytherapy: 1A – sagittal, 1B – coronal, 1C – axial.
Number 2: cVMAT 2A – sagittal, 2B – coronal, 2C – axial.
Number 3: TVMAT 3A – sagittal, 3B – coronal, 3C – axial.
Table 1 summarises the doses to various surrounding organs. Dose tolerances have been
selected according to Marks et al. [13], Jeganathan et al. [12] and Henk et al. [11].
For the most part, each plan fell below the dose tolerance outlined by Marks et al. [13].
The exceptions were the dose to the lenses for the BT plan as well as the cVMAT plan.
The BT plan delivered 31.8 Gy for both the left and right lens and the cVMAT plan which
had lens doses at a maximum 6.2 Gy for the right lens. The TVMAT plan had a maximum
lens dose of 3.3 Gy for the right lens. The dose to the lacrimal glands in the BT plan was also
high at 39.4 Gy and 45.2 Gy for the left and right lacrimal glands respectively. The VMAT
plans produced doses to the lacrimal glands within the specified tolerances. The median dose
to the left hippocampi was 11.8 Gy, 9.0 Gy and 0.6 Gy for the BT, cVMAT and TVMAT
respectively. The median dose to the right hippocampi was 12.6 Gy, 9.4 Gy and 0.7 Gy for
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the BT, cVMAT and TVMAT respectively. The maximum dose to any of the hippocampi for
the tangential plan was 1.5 Gy for right hippocampus. The maximum dose to either
hippocampi the cVMAT and BT plan was 11.4 Gy and 16.8 Gy respectively. The TVMAT
plan delivered less dose to every defined organ at risk and was well within all available
tolerances.

Fig. 5 Dose value histogram comparisons for the PTV and the Hippocampi.
Dashed lines represent the brachytherapy plan.
Dotted lines represent the conventional VMAT plan.
Unbroken lines represent the TVMAT plans.

Fig. 6 Dose value histogram comparison for the lenses and the lacrimal glands.
Dashed lines represent the brachytherapy plan.
Dotted lines represent the conventional VMAT plan.
Unbroken lines represent the TVMAT plans.
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Table 1. Various dose constraints for surrounding organs at risk
and PTV coverage, homogeneity and conformity
HDR BT
cVMAT
TVMAT
%
Gy
%
Gy
%
Gy
D3
76.44
42.0
24.12
13.3
18.51
10.2
D5
72.53
39.9
22.85
12.6
17.3
9.5
Brain
D10
64.11
35.3
21.09
11.6
14.6
8.0
47
25.9
25.61
14.1
2.77
1.5
Lt Optic Nerve D3
51.36
28.2
32.72
18.0
4.15
2.3
Rt Optic Nerve D3
D
33.99
18.7
18.86
10.4
1.55
0.9
Optic Chiasm
3
D100
60.62
33.3
21.28
11.7
90.4
49.7
D98
89.28
49.1
99.89
54.9
99.85
54.9
PTV
D50
105.51
58.0
103.46
56.9
103.62
57.0
Coverage
D2
124.32
68.4
107.13
58.9
107.13
58.9
HI
0.33
0.07
0.07
TVRI*
79.59 cm3
90.23 cm3
99.54 cm3
TV**
102.10 cm3
102.10 cm3
102.10 cm3
PTV
Conformity VRI***
210.23 cm3
115.70 cm3
116.67 cm3
CNCI
0.30
0.69
0.83
All values determined from the dose value histogram
* Volume of the PTV covered by the 100% isodose
** Total volume of the PTV
*** Volume covered of the 100% isodose within the patient
The only incidence where the BT plan outperformed either of the two VMAT plans was a
lower maximum dose to the brain compared to the cVMAT plan. In comparing the brain V5Gy
the BT plan covers 90.6% while the cVMAT plan covers 98.57% of the brain with 5 Gy.
The V5Gy for the TVMAT plan was18.37% of the brain.
The film dosimetry results for the BT plan and both VMAT plans were all within
a 5% tolerance of the expected dose obtained from the planning systems. Both VMAT
planned dose distributions produced a gamma-value analysis pass rate of 100%.
The clinical outcome for the TVMAT treatment can be seen in Fig. 7. The left figure shows
the PTV mark-up, the right figure shows the acute skin reaction at the end of treatment. Note
the sharp acute reaction edge of the treatment field.
A second patient treated with TVMAT showed similar results thereby verifying the technique.

Discussion
The geometry of large area scalp lesions, with a large area of high curvature, makes treatment
challenging. We developed a new technique, TVMAT, to treat these lesions. This technique
outperformed cVMAT and BT mould techniques. This challenges the accepted orthodoxy of
radiotherapy which states that BT is the gold standard treatment in this scenario. It also
challenges the accepted teaching that for external beam treatment the PTV must always be
inside the beam aperture as defined by the collimating jaws during beam-on time.
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Fig. 7 These figures show the excellent conformity of the TVMAT treatment (B figures)
to the areas marked for treatment (A figures) at simulation:
1A – Mark-up (black lines) at simulation, lateral view;
1B – Mark-up (black lines) at simulation, anterior view;
2A – Post-treatment skin reaction, lateral view;
2B – Post-treatment skin reaction, anterior view.
The TVMAT plan shields the brain with the jaws of the linear accelerator. Treatment is
delivered tangentially to the PTV and thus the beam aperture only lines up with a small
portion of the brain at any one gantry angle. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 3.
The relative difference this makes can be seen in the results where there was no significant
difference to the delivered dose to the PTV between the two types of VMAT plans, however
the tangential plan significantly minimised the dose to the brain and optical structures.
In particular, the BT plan underperformed for all organs at risk compared to the two VMAT
plans. These findings are consistent with those found by Wojcika et al. [16] and Park et al.
[15], and shows that this is a consistent effect for BT scalp mould treatments. Recent results
from clinical trials show that even relatively small doses to the brain, specifically the
hippocampus, will have an adverse effect on cognitive function [7-9]. The RTOG0933 study
by Gondi et al. [7] limited the dose to the hippocampus to D100% ≤ 9 Gy and maximum
dose ≤ 16 Gy. It is therefore imperative that the dose to the brain, especially the hippocampi,
is minimised. The cVMAT plan significantly reduced the dose to the brain compared to the
BT plan. However, the dose to the whole brain still remained high in the cVMAT plan.
The TVMAT plan significantly reduced the dose to the brain and hippocampi even further.
Most optical structures received dose lower than the tolerances outlined in Marks et al. [13].
The optical structures received significantly less dose with the VMAT plans compared to the
BT plans. The lens doses in the BT plan were more than six times in excess than the
tolerances in Henk et al. [11] increasing the risk of cataracts. For the lacrimal glands,
Jeganathan et al. state that doses should not exceed a Dmax < 30 Gy for each gland [12].
For the BT treatment, the lacrimal glands received a greater dose, running the risk of chronic
dry eyes.
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BT has further disadvantages – it is both time and resource consuming. BT also relies heavily
on the accurate construction of the surface mould. Realistically, significant gaps are produced
in the construction of the BT mould and reproducibility of the mould’s position on the patient
can be difficult. For BT there is less flexibility in the optimisation process compared with
VMAT. The TPS for the BT plan also lacks accurate inhomegeneity correction. Although it is
a small effect, particularly with a uniform medium such as the brain, there is increased
uncertainty at the skin-skull and skull-brain interface due to photoelectric scattering effects in
bone being more prominent for low energies [1, 14]. The difference treatment times between
BT and both VMAT modalities are significant. The time taken from the moment the patient
enters the treatment room to when they leave the treatment room for the BT treatment is on
average 20 minutes for this type of treatment, while the TVMAT treatment and VMAT
treatments in general took on average 10 minutes to complete the treatment.
The advantages of IMRT/VMAT to treat large area scalp lesions are greater dose conformity
and homogeneity compared to other treatment techniques and modalities [2, 15, 16].
The apparent weakness for IMRT/VMAT treatment is the increased percentage of the brain
receiving a low dose. Even with this concern, the maximum dose to the brain from the
cVMAT plan was significantly less than that of the BT plan. Furthermore, the cVMAT plan
delivered significantly lower dose to the other critical organs, specifically the optical
structures. The TVMAT plan was even better.
A second patient diagnosed with scalp angio sarcoma was also treated with TVMAT.
Planning, dosimetry and acute clinical results show that the TVMAT technique is better than
cVMAT, verifying the technique in more than one patient. The new technique is therefore
reproducible.

Conclusions
TVMAT, a new technique to treat large scalp lesions, is described. Dose conformity and
homogeneity was superior to cVMAT and BT and organ sparing was also improved.
In essence, TVMAT treats with the beam tangential to the surface of the scalp.
The collimating jaws protect dose-sensitive tissue in close proximity to the PTV. Not all the
PTV is within the beam aperture as defined by the jaws during all the beam-on time.
We report a successful treatment of one patient and reproduce and verify it in another.

List of abbreviations
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CI
CTV
cVMAT
DVH
HDR
HI
IMRT
PROIII
PTV
RCM
TVMAT
VMAT

–
–
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–
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–
–
–
–

Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm
Brachytherapy
Conformity index
Clinical Target Volume
Conventional Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy
Dose Value Histogram
High Dose Rate
Homogeneity Index
Intensity Modulated Arc Therapy
Progressive Resolution Optimizer III
Planning Target Volume
Reflectance Confocal Microscopy
Tangential Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy
Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy
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